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Topics

• The macroeconomy – GDP and unemployment

• Government policy and spending responses

• Australian housing market and residential building

• Non-residential and engineering construction

• Conclusion



Pandemic Economy

Reserve Bank of Australia, Statement on Monetary Policy, August 2020.



Government Support



Differing Impacts



Victoria’s Second Wave

ABS 6202. Monthly growth in hours worked, States and territories, Seasonally adjusted



Housing Market
Governments, the RBA and banks are treading cautiously 



Approvals and Prices



Policies Are Working



Rental Market



Calm Before the Storm?



Non-residential Construction
Public and private sector expenditures are falling



Government Spending



Business Investment is Weak



Conclusion
Recent data and three problems for forecasters



Building and Construction

ABS 8731. Building Approvals, July 2020. ABS 8755. Construction Work Done, Preliminary, August 2020. 



Three Problems for Forecasting

• First, the economic impact and speed of policy changes, with containment measures 
affecting domestic activity. Varying the date of a lockdown by a couple of weeks deeply 
affects annual GDP forecasts. Cities and regions reopen at differing rates, and will have 
outbreaks that need to be restricted. 

• Second, the pandemic is undermining the reliability of economic data and 
macroeconomic models. Lockdown measures reduce response rates to surveys on 
businesses and households, increasing sampling error. OTOH, new data sources have 
emerged, e.g. on bank financing, foot traffic, mobility and public transport use rates. 

• Third, models are less reliable because economic forecasters are dealing with unfamiliar 
epidemiological factors in the evolution of the coronavirus pandemic, which varies across 
countries, states and cities. 
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